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Abst ract - - In  a curvilinear coordinate system with metric tensor G, the Laplace-Beltrami opera- 
tor V 2 expresses the Laplacian in terms of partial derivatives with respect o the coordinates. This 
paper describes a simplifying transformation, useful in curvilinear coordinate systems with a nondi- 
agonal G, where the mixed partial derivative terms are problematic. G is expressed as the matrix 
multiple G = F¢ ,  where (~ is diagonal. Using the transformation X = fl/4~), where f = det(F), the 
result V2¢ = f-1/4(V~x+Kox+Uox) is obtained, where V~ is the Laplacian in a "straightened-out" 
coordinate system, perturbed by differential and multiplication operators K0 and Uo. This allows 
the investigation ofpartial differential equations in complicated geometries by perturbation methods 
in simpler geometries. An illustrative xample is given. © 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights 
reserved. 
Keywords - -Quantum waveguides, Partial differential equations. 
In this paper,  we describe a simplifying t ransformat ion for the Laplac ian V 2 in curvi l inear 
coordinates,  when the metr ic  tensor may be expressed as a matr ix  product  G = FG.  This 
approach is suggested by methods used to research quantum waveguides [1-5]. These results are 
extended to a simpli f ication of the Laplace-Bel t rami  operator  in general curvi l inear coordinates,  
which is of part icu lar  use when considering a differential equat ion involving V 2 on a curved 
manifold. 
In the s tudy  of part ia l  differential equations on R iemannian manifolds, the Laplacian opera- 
tor  V 2 arises in many cases. These include such well-known equations of mathemat ica l  physics 
as the wave equation, the SchrSdinger equation, and the equations of Laplace, Helmholtz,  and 
Poisson. V 2 acts on a scalar field ¢ : ~ _C ]R '~ --. F in a subset fl of an n-dimensional  space, 
where the field of scalars F can be taken to be the real numbers (F = R), or the complex numbers 
(F = C). 
The Laplace-Bel t rami  operator  allows construct ion of the Laplacian in a general ised system 
of curvi l inear coordinates ql, q2 , . . . ,  qn which are not assumed to be orthonormal .  Suppose that  
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points in ~ are given by a vector-valued function R = R(ql ,q2, . . .  ,qn). The metric tensor G 
with components g~j relates the differential line element dl = IIdRII to differential changes in 
the coordinates q~ by the formula dl 2 = dqig~jdq j, where we employ the Einstein summation 
convention with the indices i and j,  understanding that repeated indices are to be summed over 
from 1 to n. When the determinant g = det(G) is nonvanishing, the inverse G -1 of G exists, and 
its components are denoted by g~J. 
Now suppose that ¢ is a scalar field on R n. The Laplacian is given in curvilinear coordinates 
by the Laplace-Beltrami operator [6,7]: 
V2~) = B--1/20i (gl/2 gij Oj~)) . (1) 
However, when the metric tensor G is more complicated than a simple diagonal matrix, equations 
involving V2¢ are difficult to solve. The following theorem enables a simplification of V2¢. 
We aim to relate the Laplace-Beltrami operator on a curved manifold to the Laplacian on a 
"straightened-out" manifold. 
THEOREM. Suppose that the metric tensor admits the factorisation G = FG, i.e., gij = f~gkj, 
where f = det(F) and ~ = det(¢).  Then, with the substitution 
~) ---- f-1/4X, (2) 
the Laplace-Beltrami operator V 2 acting on ¢ can be related to the sum of a differentia3 operator 
Lo and a multiplication operator Uo acting on X in the following manner: 
V2~) ---- f--l/4 (Lox _}_ UoX) ' (3) 
where 
LoX --~ ~-112~i (~l/2gij OjX) 
and 
l [f-1/4~-l/2Oi(~l/2gijf-3/4Ojf)] X. Uox = 
PROOF. First, we see that (1) reduces to 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
Substituting (2) into (6), we have 
(7) 
Suspending the Einstein summation convention, we see for fixed i and j that 
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For this pair of values of i and j, 
4 j  v$  . 
Furthermore, because we are taking the sum as i and j go from 1 to n, we reimpose the Einstein 
summation conventions and see that 
However, since the metric tensor G is symmetric) g)3 = g~*. Hence, (7) reduces to 
= f -1 /4  (LoX ..{_ UOX) " II 
We now aim to show the Laplace-Beltrami operator in curvilinear coordinates i equal to the 
Laplacian in "straightened-out" coordinates plus perturbation terms. The "straightened-out" 
Laplacian V02 is obtained by substituting ~for g in (1): 
We then write 
V2¢ = f-1/4 (V2X + K0X + UoX), (9) 
where 
gox = LoX - Vo2X. (10) 
PROPOSITION. Suppose G admits the factorisation G = FG, for diagonal G, and denote the 
components of F -1 by ]~, where F -1 = CG -1. The operator Ko in (10) is then expressed as 
PROOF. Consider the following algebraic manipulation of LoX - V2X, where we use X,j = 0iX 
for brevity: 
The proof follows from the diagonality of G. I 
In such a fashion, it is possible to regard the Laplace-Beltrarni operator on a curved manifold 
as equivalent to a new differential operator Vo 2 + Ko + Uo on a "straightened-out" configuration 
space. The Ko and Uo terms can be regarded as perturbative corrections to the "straightened-out" 
Laplacian. This method naturally leads to applications in solving partial differential equations on 
curvilinear manifolds, where the curvature of the manifold can be regarded as a small correction 
to a coordinate system in which the partial differential equation is separable. 
This is of particular use in perturbation theory, for we can easily construct eigenstate solu- 
tions uo for a partial differential equation involving Vo 2, even when the computation of eigen- 
states u of the partial differential equation using the more complicated Laplace-Beltrami opera- 
tor V 2 is a considerable problem in itself. The eigenstates u can then be obtained, to first order, 
by evaluating the perturbative corrections to uo. 
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Practical applications and examples of this method can be found in [1-3]; none of these are 
optimal to illustrate this method and so, we construct a new example involving an elliptical 
cylindrical coordinate system. 
EXAMPLE. Consider the Helmholtz equation V2¢ + k2¢ -- 0 inside a tube ~ of elliptical 
cross-section embedded with curvature and torsion in three-space, subject to Dirichlet bound- 
ary conditions at the boundary 0f~. Describe the center of the tube by a reference curve 
C = {r(q 1) : ql E R}, where r is a smooth vector-valued function of arc-length ql. Along C, 
the tangent, normal, and binormal vectors t(ql), n(ql), and b(q 1) are given in the standard 
manner [8], together with the curvature a(ql) and torsion T(ql). We introduce a function ¢(ql), 
which enables the definition of new vectors 
n2(q 1) = n(q 1) cos (¢ (ql)) _ b(ql) sin (¢ (ql)) ,  
n3(q 1) = n(q 1) sin (¢ (ql)) + b(ql) cos (¢ (ql)) .  
(12) 
(13) 
This ¢(ql) is chosen so that points inside the elliptical tube may be described by locally elliptical 
cylindrical coordinates ql, q2, and q3. We have 
R (ql,q2,q3) =r(ql)+(coshq2cosq3)n2(ql)  + [sinhq2sinq3]n3(ql), (14) 
where the set of points inside the elliptical tube is given by 
f l={R(q l ,q2 ,q3) :q leR ,  0_<q2_<a, 0_<q3<2r} .  (15) 
The cross-section of ~ (for constant ql) is an ellipse of semi-major axis cosh(a) and semi-minor 
axis sinh(a). 
The question is one of finding bound state solutions to V2¢ + k2¢ -- 0 inside f/. In order to 
use expression (1) for the Laplace-Beltrami operator, we need to use the metric tensor G, which 
is sufficiently complicated that we need some shorthand notation: 
C¢ = cos (¢ (ql)) ,  C2= cosh(q2), C3= cos(q3), 
S¢ = sin (¢ (ql)) ,  5'2 = sinh(q2), $3 = sin(q3), (16) 
to express the nonvanishing components of G, where T(q 1) = T(q 1) -- ¢,(ql): 
gn = (1 - ,¢q2 [C¢C2C3 + S¢S2S3]) 2 + T 2 [S~S~2 2 + C2C2t2 3j , 
912 ---- g21 ---- 2TC3S3, g13 -- g31 -- 2TC2S2, 
g22 = g33 -- S~ -F S~, 
where g = det(G) = g22[gllg22 - g22 - g23]. Because G is nondiagonal, the form for V2¢ will 
be complicated, involving mixed partial derivatives. The purpose of this example is to show how 
the simplifying transformation of this paper is useful in a case such as this. 
We obtain the metric G for the "straightened-out" coordinate system by substituting ~(ql) = 0 
and T(q 1) -- 0 into the components of G, obtaining G = diag {1,g22, g22}, with determinant 
= g22. The matrices F and F -1 are given by F = GG -1, with determinant f = g22 [gllg22 - 
- g 3], and F -1 = ¢C -1. 
From this, we use (11) and (5) to arrive at 
Uox = 
(17) 
(18) 
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In order to obtain bound state solutions of V2¢ + k2¢ -- 0 inside the tube fl subject to ¢ = 0 
on 0 fl, it suffices to find eigensolutions of Vo2X + KoX + UoX + k2x = 0 subject to X = 0 on 
q2 = a; for any such eigensolution X can be mapped using (2) into an eigensolution ¢. 
We decompose the multiplication operator Uo into the sum Uo = U1 + U2, where U1 is chosen 
to contain all the terms in Uo independent of the coordinates q2 and q3; it is given by 
U1X = - [s (ql)]2 
4 x. (19) 
This allows the construction of a solution X0 to the equation 
Vo2x0 + Ulxo + k~xo = O, (20) 
using separation of variables. Because U1 takes the form of an attractive ffective potential [2,3,5], 
Xo is straightforward to express, and k0 directly follows. 
First-order perturbation theory then allows an estimate of the bound state energy k 2. Putting 
X = X0 + :~ and using the orthogonality of X0 and ;~, we obtain 
k 2 = k 2 _ (X0] U2 + go [Xo) 
(x0 1 x0) (21) 
This example illustrates how we can investigate the eigenvalue solutions for a complicated partial 
differential equation involving mixed partial derivative terms, by use of the "straightening-out" 
transformation in conjunction with perturbation theory. 
The  strength of this method is that it allows us to use known geometric properties of the 
bound state solutions to construct good approximate eigensolutions. In the example above, the 
geometric curvature of the tube f~ leads to curvature-induced bound states; we use this knowledge 
to construct the approximate solutions X0 by use of an approximate effective potential UI, and 
then use perturbation theory to refine the eigenvalue estimates. 
This method integrates previous work [1-3] into a unified approach which can be used for a 
wide variety of partial differential equations in applied mathematics. 
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